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Description:

Tribute to Anne Frank (In spite of everything...)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka

Anne Frank has just turned 13 when she receives her diary, and immediately begins writing. She and her family
will live in hiding for 2 years, from 1942 to 1944, fleeing persecution of Jews by the Nazis.

The cross stitch design, a tribute to Anne Frank, includes a quote from her diary:
"In spite of everything, I still believe that people are really good at heart"

Against all odds, the young girl still strongly believes in humanity, a hope that is her only defense against
horror. Anne dies a few months later in a concentration camp.

The cross stitch piece is inspired by the room where Anne Frank lives hidden in Amsterdam. The roof recalls
the tartan motif of the diary in which she wrote. The trees are the roadside chestnut trees that she could see from
the hideout. Contrasting motifs of war and peace are evocative of Anne Frank's hope in humanity in spite of the
horror surrounding her.

A cross stitch pattern by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka.
>> see more patterns by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Anne Frank (In spite of everything...)
Chart size in stitches: 102 x 134 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: 32ct Permin linen, Riviera Aqua
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 22
Themes: war, nazi persecution, jewish family, holocaust, hope

>> see more Book inspired patterns by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka
>> see all literary work related patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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